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Abstract
We obtain upper bounds of the form 2g(1−j) for the number of d-connected sets in a graph
with the neighborhood of a given size. These bounds allow us to obtain asymptotic results for
some classes of enumeration problems. ? 2001 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
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1. Introduction
Bounds on the number of sets with given size of the boundary allow one to obtain
asymptotic results in some di1cult enumeration problems [8,9]. For example, the main
di1culty in obtaining asymptotic formulas for the Dedekind problem on the number
of monotone Boolean functions is in establishing upper bounds on the number of sets
with a given size of the boundary [3]. Asymptotics for the number of binary codes
with minimum distance 2 [6] were also obtained using some upper bounds on the
number of subsets of the n-dimensional cube with boundary of a given size. Similar
upper bounds for subsets of bipartite subgraphs of the n-cube induced on two adjacent
layers were obtained in [4,5].
By the boundary of a set A of vertices in an arbitrary graph we mean the set of those
vertices of the graph which are adjacent to at least one vertex from A (the so-called
vertex boundary).
In [3–4], for the number of sets having the vertex boundary of size g were obtained
upper bounds of the form 2g(1−j) where j is a certain positive constant. Similar upper
bounds for the number of connected sets in bipartite graphs with some restrictions on
the degrees were obtained in [10].
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Along with upper bounds on the number on sets with given size of the vertex
boundary, in [10] were also proved upper bounds of the form 2g(1−j) for the number
of connected sets with given size g of the edge boundary. The paper [7] contains
similar bounds for the number of connected subgraphs having small edge boundary.
In the present paper, we obtain some upper bounds for arbitrary (non-bipartite)
graphs with certain restrictions on the degrees of vertices. The bounds are obtained in
terms of the size of the neighborhood of the set rather than of its boundary; that is,
the total size of the set and its boundary. Such estimates are necessary, for instance,
in obtaining asymptotics for the number of pairs of vertex sets at mutual distance 2;
for the number of discrete functions satisfying Lipschitz condition; and in some other
enumeration problems. An important step forward, as compared with [10], is that the
restrictions on the maximum degree of the graph have been considerably weakened.
2. The main result and an outline of the proof
By the boundary of a vertex v in a graph  = (V; E) we mean the set @(v) of
vertices adjacent to v. Then the number (v)= |@(v)| is the degree of v in the graph .
By the neighborhood of a vertex v in  we mean the set N (v) = {v} ∪ @(v). The set
N (A)=
⋃
v∈A N (v) is called the neighborhood of a set A in , and the set @(A)=N (A)\A
is the boundary of A. By the co-boundary of a set A in a graph = (V; E) we mean
the set @c(A) = @(V \N (A)).
The distance between vertices u and v in a graph  is the number of edges in a
shortest path between u and v; is denoted by (u; v). The graph in which the distances
are measured will usually be clear from the context so we shall often skip the index .
Let (u; A)=minv∈A (u; v). We say that a set A of vertices of a graph  is d-connected
if for every two vertices u; v in A there exists a sequence w0; w1; : : : ; wk of vertices in
A such that u = w0; v = wk , and for every i = 1; 2; : : : ; k we have (wi−1; wi)6d. A
1-connected set is called connected.
A graph =(V; E) is called (; p; q; )-graph if it satisFes the following conditions:
(a) min
v∈V
(v) = ;
(b) max
v∈V
(v)6p;
(c) max
u =v
|@(u) ∩ @(v)|6q;
(d) max
(u;v)∈E
|(u)− (v)|6:
By H (; p; q; ) we denote the set of all (; p; q; )-graphs. If any of (a)–(d) does
not hold, or is irrelevant, then we replace the corresponding element of the 4-tuple
(; p; q; ) by –. For example, a (, –, –, –)-graph should satisfy (a), but it need not
satisfy (b), (c), and (d). The set of all such graphs is denoted by H (; –, –, –).
A graph  = (V; E) is called an (j; )-expander if |@(A)|¿|A| for every A⊆V
such that |N (A)|6j|V |. From now on, log a = log2 a. Set jˆ1 = 3=|V |; ˆ1 = 1 +
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5−1=2 log3 ; jˆ2 = 1=2 + 2−2 log6 , and ˆ2 = 2−2 log6 . A graph  = (V; E) from
H (, –, –, –) is called a weak expander if it is an (jˆ1; ˆ1)-expander; and a strong
expander if  is both an (jˆ1; ˆ1)- and an (jˆ2; ˆ2)-expander.
Let X be an arbitrary subset of vertices of a graph  = (V; E). By d(; X; g)
we denote the collection of all d-connected subsets A⊆V in the graph  for which
|N (A)|= g and A ∩ X 	= ∅. Let also
′d(; X; g; ) = {A ∈ d(; X; g) | |@c(A)|¿g}:
The main result of the present paper is the following:
Theorem 1. Let q and d be arbitrary natural numbers; p¿1,  be su6ciently large;
6 log−3 ; ¿ˆ2 = 2−2 log6 ; and let (; p; q; )-graph  = (V; E) be a weak
expander. Suppose also that a set X ⊆V and a natural number g are such that
|X |62 log  (1)
and
log |X |
1− 3dp−1 log(4)6g: (2)
Then;
|′d(; X; g; )|62g(1−
−2 log6 ): (3)
The proof of Theorem 1 is organized as follows. First we establish some auxiliary
results (Lemmas 2–9). Then we prove Theorem 2 in which inequalities of form (3)
are obtained for |d(; X; g)|, provided that g¡2=(2q). Then it remains to prove (3)
when g¿2=(2q).
In Lemma 11, it is proved that for every d-connected set A there exists a pair
(P1; P2) of its subsets such that P1 ∪ P2 is a 3-cover of A. Moreover, this pair can be
chosen to satisfy some other conditions. Namely, let ’¿ 0; A’ = {v ∈ A |A(v)¿’}
and A I’=A\A’. Then P1⊆A I’; P2⊆A I’ and A⊆N ((N (P1)∩A’)∪A I’). Furthermore, it
is proved in Lemma 7 that one can Fnd a set M ⊆N (N (P2)) such that A I’⊆M . Any
triple (P1; P2; M) of sets with the above properties will be called a frame of the set
A. Let A(P1; P2; M) be the collection of all sets A for which (P1; P2; M) is a frame.
Then every A ∈ A(P1; P2; M) can be constructed by consecutively choosing subsets
A ∩M , A ∩ N (P1), and A ∩ (N (A ∩M) ∪ N (N (P1) ∩ A)).
Lemma 12 gives an upper bound for the number of such d-connected sets A with
given size of the neighborhood that A ∩ X 	= ∅. First, an upper bound is found for
the number #(X ) of triples (P1; P2; M) su1cient for generating all such sets. Because
of the smallness of the sets M and P1 ∪ P2, and due to (d+ 6)-connectedness of the
second of them, the number of such triples (P1; P2; M) turns out to be small. Then
the algorithm of consecutive generation of the sets mentioned above is used to get an
upper bound for the number |A(P1; P2; M)|. These bounds together imply (3).
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3. Denitions and auxiliary results
A set P of vertices of a graph  = (V; E) is called a d-cover of a set A⊆V if for
every vertex v ∈ A there exists a vertex u ∈ P such that (u; v)6d. A 1-cover P is
called simply a cover. A d-cover P is called a d-net in A if P⊆A. A cover P is called
minimal if it ceases to be a cover after removing any vertex from it.
Lemma 2 (Sapozhenko [10]). Let A be a d-connected subset of vertices of a graph
 = (V; E), and P⊆V be an h-net (or a minimal h-cover) of A. Then P is (d +
2h)-connected in  = (V; E).
Lemma 3 (Sapozhenko [10]). Let % be the maximal degree of a graph  = (V; E),
X ⊆V , and &d(; X; m) be the number of d-connected subsets A⊆V such that A∩X 	=
∅ and |A|= m. Then;
&d(; X; m)6|X |(4%d)m−1: (4)
The number A(v)= |@(v)∩A| will be called the degree of the vertex v with respect
to the set A in  = (V; E).
Lemma 4 (Sapozhenko [10]). Let A and B be two vertex subsets in a graph =(V; E)
such that B(v)¿r for every v ∈ A. Then there exists a cover P⊆B of A of size
|P|61 + |B|
r
ln(er|A|=|B|): (5)
Lemma 5 (Sapozhenko [10]). Let =(V; E) be a (–, –, q, –)-graph. Suppose that the
subset A⊆V is such that |A|= m and (v)¿ for every vertex v in A. Then;
|@(A)|¿m − q
(
m
2
)
: (6)
Corollary 6 (Sapozhenko [10]). Let =(V; E) be a (–, –, q, –)-graph. Let the subset
A⊆V be such that |A|6=q and (v)¿¿1 for every v ∈ A. Then;
|@(A)|¿|A|=2: (7)
On the other hand; if |A|¿ =q; then
|N (A)|¿2=(2q): (8)
Proof. Inequality (7) follows from (6). To prove (8), we note that (7) implies that
for every B⊆A of size |B|= =q,
|N (A)|¿|N (B)|= |@(B)|+ |B|¿=q
(
2
+ 1
)
¿2=(2q):
The corollary is proved.
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Lemma 7. Let f1; : : : ; fr be a sequence of nonnegative numbers; f=
∑
16,6r f,, and
s;  such natural numbers that 2s6r. Then there exists a natural number j6s such
that
r=s−1∑
k=0
ks+j+∑
,=ks+j−+1
f,6
2
s
f: (9)
Proof. DeFne f, = 0 when ,¡ 0 or ,¿ r. We have
s∑
j=1
r=s−1∑
k=0
ks+j+∑
,=ks+j−+1
f,62f;
for in this sum every number f, occurs at most 2 times. The lemma is proved.
Corollary 8. In the notations of Lemma 5; there exists a natural number j6s such
that
r=s−1∑
k=0
ks+j+∑
,=(k−1)s+j−+1
f,6
(
1 +
2
s
)
f; (10)
(we set f, = 0 for ,60 or ,¿r).
Indeed, if a number j satisFes (9) then the sum in the left-hand side of (10) does
not exceed f plus the left-hand side of (9).
Lemma 9. Let =(V; E) be a (; p;–,)-graph; 0¡’¡ ¡=3; and 16s6p−.
Further; let A⊆V and a set T ⊆ @(A) be such that T (v)¿(v) − ’ for each v in
A. Then there is a subset P⊆A, for which the sets F = @(P) ∩ T and M = {v ∈
V \F |F(v)¿(v)− ’−  } satisfy the following conditions:
A⊆M; (11)
|P|6|F |= ; (12)
|M |6|F |
(
1 +
2
s
)(
1 +
s+ 
 − ’−  − s
)
: (13)
Proof. We construct a sequence of subsets Pk ⊆A; k = 1; 2; : : :, whose last element
will be the set P satisfying the conditions of the lemma. Take any one-element set A
as P1. Let for some k¿1 we have already chosen a k-element set Pk = {v1; : : : ; vk},
and Fk = @(Pk) ∩ T . If there is a vertex v ∈ A such that T\Fk (v)¿ , then we set
vk+1 = v; Pk+1 = Pk ∪ {vk+1}, and Fk+1 = @(Pk+1)∩ T . If no such vertex exists, we set
P = Pk , F = Fk , and M = {v ∈ V \F |F(v)¿(v)− ’−  }. Relation (11) holds by
deFnition of M . Inequality (12) follows from the construction of the sets Pk .
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Let us prove (13). DeFne
r = p − ; Mi = {v ∈ M |(v) =  − 1 + i}; 16i6r;
F, = {v ∈ F |(v) =  − 1 + ,}; |F,|= f,;
∑
16,6r
f, = f:
By Corollary 8, there exists j; 16j6s, satisfying (10). For this j, deFne
Mˆ 0; j =
⋃
16i6j
Mi; Mˆ k; j =
⋃
(k−1)s+j+16i6ks+j
Mi; 16k6m=s;
where Mi = ∅ when i¿ r. Let Fˆk; j = {v ∈ F | ∃u ∈ Mˆ k; j(u; v) = 1}. Since |(u) −
(v) |6 holds for all u; v with (u; v) = 1, we have
Fˆk; j ⊆
⋃
(k−1)s+j+1−6,6ks+j+
F,:
Let ,;j() be the number of edges of the form (u; v) ∈ Mˆ k; j × Fˆk; j in the graph
 = (V; E). Then
|Mˆ k; j | ((k − 1)s+ j +  − ’−  )6,;j()6| Fˆk; j | (ks+ j + + ):
Therefore,
|Mˆ k; j |6|Fˆk; j |
(
1 +
s+ 
 − ’−  − s
)
:
Summing the last inequality over k and using (10), we get (13). Lemma 9 is proved.
Remark 1. The set P in Lemma 9 is a 2-cover of the set A, for A⊆M ⊆ @(F) and
F ⊆ @(P).
Any set P satisfying the conditions of Lemma 6 will be called an (s; ’;  ; T )-
contracting set for the set A, and the corresponding triple (P; F;M) will be called
an (s; ’;  ; T )- container for A.
4. Bounds on the number of connected sets with given neighborhood size
Theorem 10. Let  = (V; E) be a (; p; q;−)-graph; X ⊆V , d a natural number; 
su6ciently large; and
log |X |
1− 3dp−1 log(4)6g¡
2=(2q): (14)
Then
|d(; X; g) |62g(1−dp−1 log(4)): (15)
Proof. We shall use Lemma 3 and Corollary 6. The maximal vertex degree in a
(; p; q;−)-graph does not exceed p. The inequality (14) implies that g = |N (A)|¡
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2=(2q) for every A ∈ d(; X; g); therefore, by (8) we have |A|¡ =q. Thus,
|A|62g=, by (7). Then, using (4), for large enough  we get the inequality
|(; X; g)|6|X |
∑
16i62g=
(4(p)d)i−16|X |(4)2pdg=62log |X |+(2dpg=) log(4):
This and the Frst inequality in (14) imply (15). Theorem 10 is proved.
Let A be a subset of vertices of a graph  = (V; E) and ’¿ 0. DeFne
A’ = {v ∈ A |A(v)¿’}; A I’ = A\A’ and D I’(A) = @(A I’) ∩ @(A):
Lemma 11. Let  = (V; E) be a (; p; q; )-graph; A⊆V a d-connected set; and
|N (A)|= g. Suppose that 0¡’6 6=3; 16s6p − ; and T =D I’(A). Then there
exist such subsets P1⊆A and P2⊆A’ that
(1) |P1|= 1 + 4gq’−2 ln e;
(2) A⊆N (N (P1) ∩ A’) ∪ N (A I’);
(3) P2 is (s; ’;  ; T )-contracting for A I’, that is, the sets F = @(P2) ∩ D I’(A) and
M = {v ∈ V \F |F(v)¿(v)− ’−  } satisfy the properties (a)–(c):
(a) A I’⊆M ,
(b) |P2|= |F |= ,
(c) |M |6|F |(1 + 2=s)(1 + (s+ )=( − ’−  − s));
(4) P1 ∪ P2 is (d+ 6)-connected.
Proof. Let v ∈ A\N (A I’). It follows from the deFnitions that |@(v)∩A’|=|@(v)∩A |¿’.
From Corollary 6 we obtain the bound |N (N (v) ∩ A’) |¿’2=(2q). Construct a new
graph ′ = (A; E′) in which vertices u and v are adjacent if they are adjacent in ,
or if there is a vertex w ∈ A adjacent in  with both u and v. Lemma 4 applied to
the graph ′ = (A; E′) and the sets A and B= A\N (A I’) says that there exists a set P
which covers B and satisFes (5) with r =’2=(2q). Adding to P, if necessary, vertices
from A, we get a set P1 satisfying (1) and (2).
The existence of a set P2⊆A I’ satisfying (a)–(c) is guaranteed by Lemma 9 with
T = D I’(A). Here, when deriving 3(a) from (10), we have replaced inequality by
equality, using the fact that after adding vertices from A I’ to the set P it remains
(s; ’;  ; T )-contracting for A I’.
Thus, we only need to demonstrate (4). By the remark after Lemma 9, the set P2
is a 2-cover of A I’; therefore, it is a 3-cover of A ∩ N (A I’). On the other hand, P1
is a 2-cover of A\N (A I’). Together these imply that P1 ∪ P2 is a 3-cover of A. Now
the claim (4) follows directly from Lemma 2, because A is d-connected. Lemma 11
is proved.
Let =(V; E) be a (; –, –, –)-graph, ’ and  be numbers satisfying 0¡’6 6=3,
and f be any nonnegative integer. Denote by Y (f) the collection of those subsets
A⊆V for which there exists a ( ; ’;  ; D I’(A))-container (P; F;M) for the set A I’ of
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size |F |= f. Further, by 4d(; X; g; a; f) we denote the collection of those sets A in
′d(; X; g) ∩ Y (f) which have the size |A|= a.
Remark 2. Suppose that  = (V; E) is a (, –, –, )-graph, A ∈ 4d(; X; g; a; f), and
(P; F;M) is a ( ; ’;  ; D I’(A))-container for the set A I’, then by (13) we have
|M |65f
with 5 = (1 + 2= )(1 + ( + )=( − ’−  − s)).
Lemma 12. Let; for large enough ; the graph =(V; E) be a (; p; q; )-graph. Sup-
pose that X ⊆V and g¿2=(2q). Then for ’;  ; f; 5 such that 5¿1; 0¡’6 6=3,
and 06f6g− a;
|4d(; X; g; a; f)|6 |X | · 2p(d+6)((4gq=’2) ln e+(f= )(’+1)) log(8)∑
i
(
5f
i
)(
q− f − i
a− i
)
; (16)
with 5 = (1 + 2= )(1 + ( + )=( − ’−  )).
Proof. We use the fact that, by Lemma 11, for every A ∈ 4d(; X; g; a; f) there exists
a frame, that is, a triple (P1; P2; M) of sets satisfying the conditions of Lemma 11. By
6(X ) =6(; X; g; f; ’;  ) denote the set of those triples (P1; P2; M) which are frames
for some A in 4d(; X; g; a; f). We shall use the following properties of frames:
(a) the set P = P1 ∪ P2 is (d+ 6)-connected;
(b) |P|= m= 1 + 4gq’−2 ln e+ f= ;
(c) |P1|= t = 1 + 4gq’−2 ln e;
(d) there exists a vertex v ∈ P such that (v; X )63;
(e) |M |65f;
(f) |@(P2)\F |= |A ∩ @(P2) |6’|P2|6’f= .
First, we get an upper bound for |6(X )|. Let 8(X ) denote the set of pairs (P1; P2)
for which there exists a frame (P1; P2; M). We use (a)–(d) to estimate |8(X )|. The
number of vertices v in  for which (v; X )63 is at most |X |3p. By Lemma 3, the
number of (d + 6)-connected subsets P⊆V such that v ∈ P and |P| = m is at most
(4(p)d+6)m−1. A pair (P1; P2) for a Fxed P = P1 ∪ P2 of size |P|= m is determined
by the set choice of the P1⊆P of size t. There are at most (mt )62m−1 possibilities to
choose it. Therefore,
|8(X )|6|X |3p(8(p)d+6)m−16|X |2p(d+6)((4gq=’2) ln e+(f= ))log(8): (17)
Let &(P2)=&(P1; P2; ’;  ) be the number of sets M which form, together with a given
pair (P1; P2), a frame for some A ∈ 4d(; X; g; a; f). Note that by choosing a subset
H ⊆ @(P2) as A ∩ @(P2) we also determine the set F = @(P2)\A, and consequently the
set M = {v ∈ V \F |F(v)¿(v)− ’−  }. Together with (e) and (f), this implies
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&(P1; P2; ’;  )6
∑
06j6’f= 
(
pf= 
j
)
:
Set H (y) = −y log y − (1 − y)log(1 − y). For k6n=2 and 0¡y¡ 1, the following
inequality is true (cf. [2] or [1]):∑
j6k
(
n
j
)
62nH (k=n); H (y)6y log(e=y):
Thus
&(P2)62p’f(log e)= : (18)
By (17) and (18), we have
|6(X )|6
∑
(P1 ;P2)∈8(X )
&(P2)6|X | · 2p(d+6)((4gq=’2) ln e+(f= )(’+1)) log(8); (19)
the desired upper bound for |6(X )|.
Next, we estimate from above the size of the collection A(P1; P2; M) of those sets
A for which the triple (P1; P2; M) is a frame. Every set A ∈ A(P1; P2; M) can be
constructed by successively choosing subsets B=A∩M; C=(A∩@(P1))\N (B), C ⊆Q,
where Q=N (P1)\N (B), and the set D=A∩L, where L=(@(B)\F)∪(@(C)\(N (P1)∪N (B))).
The number of ways to choose such sets B; C; D with |B|+ |C|+ |D|= a is at most∑
B⊆M
∑
C⊆Q
( |L|
a− |B| − |C|
)
6
∑
i6|M |
∑
B⊆M
|B|=i
∑
j6|Q|
∑
C⊆Q
|C|=j
( |L|
a− i − j
)
6
∑
i6|M |
( |M |
i
) ∑
j6|Q|
( |Q|
j
)( |L|
a− i − j
)
6
∑
i6|M |
( |M |
i
)( |L|+ |Q|
a− i
)
:
Since g= |N (A)|¿|L|+ |Q|+ |F |+ |B| and |M |65f, we have
|A(P1; P2; M)|6
∑
i
(
5f
i
)(
g− f − i
a− i
)
: (20)
Now (16) follows from (19) and (20), and Lemma 12 is proved.
Lemma 13. Let j¿ 0 be a small positive number; 561+j; and A˜(g; a; f)=
∑
i (
f5
i )
( g−f−ia−i ). Then;
A˜(g; a; f)62g(1−j) (21)
if |a− g=2|¿2g√j or f¿g√j, and
A˜(g; a; f)6
(
g
a
)
2−0;09f (22)
otherwise.
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Proof. First we check (21). Set x = a=g. From the inequalities f6g, 561 + j, and
( nk )62
nH (k=n), we get∑
i
(
f5
i
)(
g− f − i
a− i
)
6
∑
i
(
f5
i
)(
g− f
a− i
)
=
(
g+ (5 − 1)f
a
)
6
(
g(1 + j)
a
)
6 2g(1+j)H (x=(1+j)): (23)
Since H ( 12 + )=H (
1
2 − )=1− 22 log e+O(4), it follows that for 12 +2
√
j6x¡ 1
and small enough j the inequality
H
(
x
1 + j
)
6H
(
1=2 + 2
√
j
1 + j
)
61− 2j (24)
holds. It follows from (23) and (24) that
A˜(g; a; f)62g(1+j)(1−2j)62g(1−j): (25)
When 0¡x6 12 − 2
√
j and j is small enough, we get
(1 + j)H
(
x
1 + j
)
6(1 + j)H ( 12 − 2
√
j)61− j: (26)
Thus, (25) and (26) together imply (21) when |x − 12 |¿2
√
j.
Now we check (21) in the case when 561+j; |x− 12 |¡ 2
√
j, and g−a¿f¿g√j.
As ( n−ik−i )6(
n
i )(k=n)
i and ( nk )62
nH (k=n), we have
A˜(g; a; f)6
∑
i
(
f5
i
)(
g− f − i
a− i
)
6
(
g− f
a
)∑
i
(
f5
i
)(
a
g− f
)i
=
(
g− f
a
)(
g+ a− f
g− f
)5f
62(g−f)H (a=(g−f))+5f: (27)
Set >=f=g. Our assertions imply that
√
j6>61−x. Since >¡ 12 +2
√
j when x¿ 12−
2
√
j, in the case >¿ 12 −
√
j we get
(1− >)H
(
x
1− >
)
+ 5>6H
(
1
2 − 2
√
j
1
2 −
√
j
)
+
1
2
6
1
2
+ O
(√
j log 1j
)
: (28)
On the other hand, if >¡ 12 −
√
j then for small enough j we have
(1− >)H
(
x
1− >
)
+ 5>6 (1− >)H
(
1
2 − 2
√
j
1−√j
)
+ 5>
6 (1− >)(1− 2j log e +O(j2)) + (1 + j)>61− j:
(29)
And now (27)–(29) together again imply (21).
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It remains to prove (22). If f6g
√
j and |a=g− 1=2|62√j, then we have (g+ a−
f)=(g− f) = 3=2 + O(√j). Using the fact that ( g−fa )6( ga) exp{−af=g}, we get∑
i
(
f5
i
)(
g− f − i
a− i
)
6
(
g
a
)
exp
{
−a
g
f + 5f
(
ln
3
2
+ O(
√
j)
)}
6
(
g
a
)
exp
{
−f
(
1
2
− ln 3
2
+ O(
√
j)
)}
6
(
g
a
)
2−cˆf;
where cˆ = 0; 09: This Fnishes the proof of Lemma 13.
PROOF of Theorem 1. Let ! = !(), and let lim→∞! = ∞. We may set, for
example,
!= log log : (30)
We also assume that
dpq= o(!): (31)
Choose the parameters  ; ’, and  as follows:
 = =!; ’=  =!2 log(8); =  =5!: (32)
Then for large enough  and for s=  we have
5 = (1 + 2= )(1 + ( + )=( − ’− 2 ))61 + 2!−1 (33)
and
 −1(’+ 1) log(8)62!−1: (34)
In what follows, we use that the inequalities
log g64qg−2 log  and  log 62qg−1 log  (35)
hold when g¿2=(2q); and that
 log 6g−2 log ; (36)
when g¿3.
Let us partition the set 8 of pairs (a; f) such that 06a6g and 06f6g − a into
four regions. Set
81 = {(a; f) such that |a− g=2|¿ 2g!−1=2 or !−1=2g¡f6g− a};
82 = {(a; f) ∈ 8\81 such that |a− g=2|
¿g−1=2 log3  or (2=cˆ)g−1 log6 ¡f};
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83 = {(a; f) ∈ 8\82 such that |a− g=2|
¿g−1 log3  or (2=cˆ)g−2 log6 ¡f};
84 = {(a; f) such that |a− g=2|6g−1 log3  and f6(2=cˆ)−2 log6 }:
We have
|′d(; X; g; )|6
4∑
i=1
∑
(a;f)∈8i
|4d(; X; g; a; f)|: (37)
Using (16), (21), (1), and (30)–(35), we get
∑
(a;f)∈81
|4d(; X; g; a; f)|6 g2|X | · 2p(d+6)((4gq=’2) ln e+(f= )(’+1)) log(8)+g(1−2=!)
6 224pqdg ((!
6=2) log4(8)+2=!2)+g(1−2=!)+2 log g+ log 
6 2g(1−1=!): (38)
Denote, for brevity, j = −1=2 log3  and  = (2=cˆ)−1 log6 . Using (16), (22), (1),
and (30)–(35) we get
∑
(a;f)∈82
4d(; X; g; a; f)|
6
∑
a:|a−g=2|¿gj
∑
f¿0
|X |2p(d+6)((4gq=’2) ln e+(f= )(’+1)) log(8)
(
g
a
)
2−cˆf
+
∑
a6g
∑
f¿g
|X |2p(d+6)((4gq=’2) ln e+f= (’+1)) log(8)
(
g
a
)
2−atcf
6224pqdg(!
6=2) log4(8)+ log 
 ∑
a:|a−g=2|¿gj
(
g
a
)∑
f¿0
2f(−cˆ+2=!) +
∑
a6g
(
g
a
) ∑
f¿g
2f(−cˆ+2=!)


6224pqdg(!
6=2) log4(8)+2qg−1 log (1− 2−cˆ+2=!)−1
(2g(1−2
−1 log6 ) + 2g(1−(2(cˆ−2=!)=cˆ)
−1 log6 ))
62g(1−
−1 log6 ): (39)
To get a bound on the part of sum (37) in regions 83 and 84, we recall that the
graph  is a weak expander. Since in these regions the inequality |a− g=2|6g@ holds
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whenever j = −1=2 log3 , it follows that for large enough  we have |@(A)| = g −
a6g(1=2 + j)¡a(1 + 5@) = |A|ˆ1. Therefore, from the deFnition of a weak expander
it follows that g¿3, and (36) holds. Let  = (2=cˆ)−2 log6 . As above, from (16),
(22), (1), and (30)–(36) we get
∑
(a;f)∈83
|4d(; X; g; a; f)|
6
∑
a:|a−g=2|¿gj
∑
f¿0
|X |2p(d+6)((4gq=’2) ln e+(f= )(’+1)) log(8)
(
g
a
)
2−cˆf
+
∑
a6g
∑
f¿g
|X |2p(d+6)((4gq=’2) ln e+(f= )(’+1)) log(8)
(
g
a
)
2−cˆf
6224pqdg(!
6=2) log4(8)+ log 
 ∑
a:|a−g=2|¿gj
(
g
a
)∑
f¿0
2f(−cˆ+(2=!)) +
∑
a6g
(
g
a
) ∑
f¿g
2f(−cˆ+(2=!))


6224pqdg(!
6=2) log4(8)+g−2 log (1− 2−cˆ+(2=!))−1
(2g(1−2
−2 log6 ) + 2g(1−(2(cˆ−2=!)=cˆ)
−2 log6 ))
62g(1−(3=2)
−2 log6 ): (40)
To estimate the part of sum (37) corresponding to the region 84, we note that the sets
B=A I’ and C =A∩N (P1) uniquely determine @(B) and @(C). Furthermore, it follows
from the deFnitions of B and C that the set D = A\(N (B) ∪ N (C)) is contained in
(@(B) ∪ @(C))\@c(A). Let K = N (A)\(N (B) ∪ N (C) ∪ P1). The sets K , B, C together
uniquely determine the set N (A), and therefore V\N (A) and @c(A). Thus, we have two
methods of determining the set A when the sets B and C are given.
1. If |K |¿g, where =(!7=2) log4(8), then we choose a set D=A∩ (@(B)∪@(C)).
Using the notation of Lemma 13, similarly to (20) and (22) we get that for given
P1; P2, and M the number of ways to choose the sets B, C, and D does not exceed
A˜(g1; a; f) =
∑
i
(
f5
i
)(
g1 − f − i
a− i
)
6
(
g1
a
)
2−cˆf62g1−cˆf; (41)
where g1 = g(1− ).
2. Otherwise, if |K |¡g then we use the inequality |@c(A)|¿gˆ2=2g−2 log6  which
follows from the assertions of the theorem. First we choose the set K ⊆ @(@(B) ∪
@(C)), and then D = A ∩ (@(B) ∪ @(C))\@c(A). Setting g2 = g(1− ˆ2), we see that
the number of ways to make these choices is at most
∑
m¡g
(
gp
m
)
A˜(g2; a; f)6
(
g(1− ˆ2)
a
)
2(p+2)g log −cˆf: (42)
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Therefore,
∑
(a;f)∈84
|4d(; X; g; a; f)|
6
∑
a:|a−g=2|6gj
∑
f6g
|X | · 2p(d+6)((4gq=’2) ln e+(f= )(’+1)) log(8)−cˆf
{(
g(1− )
a
)
+
(
g(1− ˆ2)
a
)
2(p+2)g log −cˆf
}
6224pqdg(!
6=2) log4(8)+ log 
∑
f¿0
2f(−cˆ+2=!)(2g(1−) + 2g(1−ˆ2)+(p+2)g log −cˆf)
62g(1−(3=2)
−2 log6 ): (43)
Now (3) follows from (37)–(40), and (43). Theorem 1 is proved.
Theorems 1 and 10 have several corollaries.
Theorem 14. Let q and d be arbitrary natural numbers; p¿1,  be large enough;
and 6 log−3 . Let  = (V; E) be a (; p; q; )-graph and a strong expander; and
suppose that |V |62 log . Then
|′d(; V; g)|6


2g(1−dp
−1 log(4)) for
log|V |
1− 3dp−1 log(4)6g6
2
2q
; (44)
|′d(; V; g)|62g(1−
−1 log6 ) for 2=(2q)¡g63; (45)
|′d(; V; g)|62g(1−
−2 log6 ) for 3 ¡g6|V |jˆ2: (46)
Proof. Inequality (44) follows from Theorem 10; inequality (45), from (38), (39); and
inequality (46), from (40) and (43).
To prove the %-convergence of a sequence of functional pairs [9], one needs to get
estimates for certain sums of the form
C%;m() =
∑
%¡g6m
2−g|′1(; V; g)|:
Theorem 15. Let q and d be arbitrary natural numbers; p¿1;  be large enough;
6 log−3 , and jˆ2 = 1=2+ 2−2 log6 . Let = (V; E) be a (; p; q; )-graph and a
strong expander. Suppose that
|V |62 log ; %=max
{
;
⌈
log|X |
1− 3dp−1 log(4)
⌉}
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and m= |V |jˆ2. Then
C%;m() = O(log
−1 ):
Proof. From (44)–(46) we get
C%;m() =
∑
%¡g6m
2−g|1(; V; g)|
6
∑
%¡g62=(2q)
2−g|1(; V; g)|+
∑
2=(2q)¡g63
2−g|1(; V; g; ′)|
+
∑
3¡g6m
2−g|1(; V; g; )|
6
∑
¡g62=(2q)
2−gdp
−1 log(4) +
∑
2=(2q)¡g63
2−g
−1 log6 
+
∑
3¡g6m
2−g
−2 log6  =O(log−1 ):
Theorem 15 is proved.
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